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From ancient trade route to high-speed data highway

Upgrading the ancient Silk Road to the twenty-first century, the
Central Asia Research and Education Network (CAREN) will create a
high-performance Internet connection among the countries in the
region and Europe - solely dedicated for the use of research centres
and educational institutions. Scientists and students will use the
latest technologies to communicate with their peers in Kazakhstan,
Kyrgyzstan, Tajikistan, Turkmenistan and Uzbekistan. CAREN will link
over one million users in more than two hundred universities and
research institutes and provide access to the European and global
research community through interconnection to GÉANT, its panEuropean counterpart.
CAREN’s high-speed connectivity will further regional and global
collaboration on projects with high societal impact and direct relevance

Objectives
The CAREN project aims to:
•	establish and operate a dedicated high-performance
broadband Internet for research and education across
Central Asia
•	facilitate communication, information exchange and
collaboration between universities and research institutions
within Central Asia, and between the region and Europe
and the rest of the world
•	reduce the digital divide in the region
•	pave the way for sustainability of the network after CAREN.

EU-funded project

to the region, including environmental studies, seismology, telemedicine
and textile research. Students will be able to access new knowledge
through distance learning.
Jointly funded by the European Commission and the beneficiary countries,
CAREN will reduce the digital divide and contribute to the modernisation
and development of education and research in Central Asia.

Connect - communicate - collaborate
The world is criss-crossed with interlinked high-capacity datacommunications networks connecting and serving research and
academic institutions across the globe. Amongst these are GÉANT,
serving Europe, TEIN3 in Asia-Pacific and EUMEDCONNECT2 in the
southern Mediterranean. CAREN will extend global connectivity to
Central Asia in early 2010.
Separate from the public Internet for reasons of security and performance,
these networks make an enormous practical contribution to research
in a wide variety of areas – building knowledge, establishing realtime collaboration between scientists all over the world and bridging
the digital divide.

Following a well-mapped path
CAREN builds on the achievements of existing research network
programmes in the region.
The NATO-funded Silk project paved the way for research networking
in the Caucasus and Central Asia, including Afghanistan. Originally
deploying satellite technology to connect remote regions, more
recently it upgraded to fibre optics.
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Silk partners launched the Black Sea Interconnection
(BSI) project, with satellite connectivity being replaced
by terrestrial fibre-optic connections.
CAREN follows the path taken by the South Caucasus,
marking a major milestone for Central Asia and thus
laying the ground for the countries dotted along the
ancient Silk Road to also become a self-sustaining part
of the global research networking community: taking
advantage of the developing telecommunications
markets in the region, it sets out to deliver improved
connectivity through a more stable, cost-effective
infrastructure, with a high-capacity terrestrial
broadband network replacing the existing lowercapacity links. Because all the CAREN beneficiary
countries have collaborated in the Silk project, sound
working relationships are already in place.
Like the BSI project, CAREN will link Central Asia to
Europe via the pan-European network GÉANT. This is
part of the European Commission’s overall strategy to
connect researchers across the globe, increasing
collaboration and stimulating development through
high-speed network infrastructures.

Global reach with regional focus
CAREN is a distinctly Central Asian project, yet with
European support and global reach.
The Network Operations Centre (NOC), where day-today technical management of the network takes place,
will be located within the region, as is the Support
Office, a function that is key to the ongoing
sustainability of research and education networking
and its community.
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My colleagues and I are eagerly anticipating the launch
of CAREN. The high-speed connection with GÉANT will facilitate
our collaborative research with our peers in Germany, and
European and global cooperation helps to improve the
disaster-warning service we can offer here at home.

“

Dr Moldobekov, Co-Director of the Central Asian Institute for
Applied Geosciences in Kyrgyzstan
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CAREN will enable us to engage in
collaborative online projects with students and
staff in our partner colleges in Tashkent. It will
improve communication and our ability to take
part in creative partnerships without
extending our carbon footprint.

“
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Transition from Silk to
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Dr Julia Gaimster and Dr Lynne Hammond,
International Educational Consultancy Office,
London College of Fashion, United Kingdom

User communities with a high regional relevance and
coverage include telemedicine, textile research, distance
learning, seismology and environmental studies. There is
already interest from international partners in
collaborations with universities and research centres
in the region and these joint ventures will continue to
be promoted through the CAREN project.
Reflecting its importance to the Central Asia region, the
project has benefited from national government interest
and financial support, with ministerial representation
at Steering Group level.

Funding and organisation
Co-funded by the European Commission’s Europe Aid
Cooperation Office, CAREN will receive 80% (€5m) of
its €6.25m budget from the EC, with the remaining
funds being provided by the beneficiary countries on a
cost-sharing basis. Helping to ensure sustainability,
the cost-sharing principle will form the basis of funding
beyond the project period.
The project is operated and managed by research
networking organisation DANTE, in conjunction with
the National Research and Education Networks (NRENs)
of the countries involved.
While the project itself is due to finish in 2011, it will
put in place a sustainable infrastructure that will
continue – and continue to deliver benefits to the region
– far beyond its three-year term.

http://caren.dante.net

Technical details
CAREN sets out to
replace existing lowcapacity links with
broadband connectivity,
to deliver:
•	high-performance,
cost-effective
terrestrial fibre-optic
network
•	minimum dedicated
access capacities for
NRENs of 34 Mbps
•	direct high-speed
connectivity to panEuropean GÉANT
backbone and to
Asian TEIN3 network.
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